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European possibilities activities:
Preparation:
Prior to arriving to Slovenia, the students completed various tasks including
designing their own personal, unique portfolio which included their cv, a job
application, and an example of a potential job ad. The task was meaningful
for the students but the results were not the same. Due to the differences in
the various cultures as to how jobs are searched and applied for, the
portfolios developed were vastly different.
An additional task the students completed in preparation of their Slovenia
experience was to interview prior Erasmus students. The types of interviews
varied, as did the questions, while some of the interviews were filmed, others
were completed via Skype, and one, was a live interview in Slovenia. The
students in the various countries enjoyed completing this interviewing task
but a rather lengthy amount of time was spent for all of the students to see all
of the interviews and this should be examined.
Coordinators meeting:
The coordinators presented to each other the topic of “How do we help our
students to find a job?”
The various educational systems, requirements and possibilities were shown
and discussed amongst the coordinators.
Student presentations: The students from each country put together
exciting and creative film/presentations showing what its like to be part of
their school. The time spent on these presentations were useful and it was
obvious that the students were highly engaged. The students listening to the
presentations showed also an interest and appreciation in recognizing
similarities and differences among the various schools presented.
Icebreaker, T-shirts
The icebreaker games have become a useful and fun way for the various
teachers and students to mingle and become even more familiar with each
other. The games are filled with opportunities to communicate, smile and
enjoy getting to know each other in this program. T-shirts are also awarded
to the students in a formal fashion, with an emphasis on understanding their
involvement in the Erasmus program and the honor and responsibilities that
are tied to it.
TV-station visit: The students were given the opportunity to visit a real TV
station and learned how reporters, film crew and other staff coordinate their
efforts to produce TV programs in Slovenia. The students were highly

engaged in learning about the equipment, had hands on experiences and some were even
interviewed by the stations reporter. A truly memorable experience for all.
Container harbour Koper. Some of the teachers, coordinators and headmaster also had
an experience at the harbor Koper.
Problem solving workshop
The Polish coordinator, Anna organized a workshop called “Problem solving skills”. A
variety of of fun and challenging activities were presented whereby the students and
teachers in groups had to think “out of the box” and using communication strategies to
solve various problems. A very enjoyable session for both the teachers and students.
Additional:
City game and iPad activity
Saltpans in Piran and sightseeing
Caves Postojna
Ancient roman games

